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O. Introduction.

K. Yano and M. Okumura [I2] defined the (f, g, u, v, A)-structure induced
on submanifolds of codimension 2 of an almost Hermitian manifold or hy
persurfaces of an almost contact metric manifold. Also, Yano [7J introduced
the (f, g, u, v, A) -structure on Sn XSn as a submanifold of codimension 2 of
a (2n+ 2) -dimensional Euclidean space E2n+2 or hypersurfaces of a (2n +1)
dimensional unit sphere S2n+l (1) and derived many valuable properties.

In 1974, G. D. Ludden and Okumura [6J studied the so-called invariant
hypersurface of Sn XSn, which suggest very useful methods representing an
invariant hypersurfaces of SnXSn.

The main purpose of the present paper is to study some characterizations
of hypersurfaces of Sn(l/ v'2) XSn(1/ v'2).

In § 1, we discuss the intrinsic properties of Sn (1/ v'2) X Sn (1/ v'2).
In § 2, we find some algebraic relations and structure equations of hyper

surfaces of Sn(1/ v'2) XSn(1/ v'2).
In § 3, we study a hypersurface M of Sn(1/ v'2) XSn(1/ v'2) admitting

an almost contact metric structure and characterize a hypersurface M of
Sn(1/ v'2) XSnCl/ v'2) as a submanifold of codimension 3 of an even
dimensional Euclidean space E2n+2.

§ 4 is devoted to determine the hypersurface M as a
mension 2 of an odd-dimensional unit sphere S2n+l (1).
introduce the following theorems.

THEOREM A ([llJ). Let M be a pseudo-umbilical submanifold of an even
dimensional Euclidean space E with (f, g, u, v, A) -structure satisfying ;(2+.u2 +).12

= 1. Then M is an intersection of a complex cone with generator as a normal
vector and a sphere.

According to the similar method of Ludden and Okumura [6J, we obtain

THEOREM B. Let M be a compact orientable totally geodesic invariant hyper-
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surface of Sn(1/ ~2) XSn(l/ ~2). Then M is Sn-I(1/ ~2) XSn(1/ ~2).

The authors would like to express here their sincere gratitude to Professor
M. Okumura who gave them many valuable suggestions to improve the
paper.

§ 1. Preliminaries.

Let En+1 be an (n+1)-dimensional Euclidean space and 0 the origin of the
Cartesian coordinate system in En+!, and denote by X the position vector of
a point PI in En+1 with respect to the origin.

We consider a sphere Sn(1/ ~2) with center at 0 and radius 1/ ~2 and
suppose that sn(ll ~2) is covered by a system of coordinate neighborhoods
{U ; x"'}. Here and in the sequel, the indices a, /3, T, 0, ... run over the range
{l, 2, ... , n}. Then X·X=1/2 for the position vector X at each point in Sn
(1/ ~2), where the dot denotes the inner porduct of two vectors in a Eucli
dean space. Now we put X",=o",X, M I= - ~2X, g",~=X",·x~ where 0",=010
x"', and denote by 17", the operator of covariant differentiation formed with
the metric tensor g",~. Then the equations of Gauss and Weingarten are res
pectively given by

(1.1) J7~X",= ~2g~",Mh J7",MI= - ~2X",.

We next suppose that Sn (1/ ~2) is also covered by a system of coordinate
neighborhoods {V; x'}. Then the position vector Y of a point on Sn (11 ~2)
satisfies y. Y = 1/2. Here and in the sequel, the indices ,., p, v, ... run over
the range {n+1, ... , 2n}. We put Y",=o",Y, M 2= - ~2Y, g"'ft= Y",' Y ft' where
o",=olox'" and denote by 17", the operator of covariant differentiation formed
with the metric tensor g"'ft of Sn (1/ -v2). Then the equations of Gauss and
Weingarten are respectively of the form

(1. 2) J7"'Yft= ~2g"'ftM2, J7",M2= - -v2Y",.

If we regard sn(1/ ~2) XSn(1/ ~2) as a submanifold of codimension 2 in
a (2n+2)-dimensional Euclidean space E2n+2, then we have a position vec
tor Z of a point of Sn(ll -v2) XSn(1/ ~2) such that

Z(xh)= (X(X"'»),
yex')

where, here and in the sequel, the indices h, i,j, k, ... run over the range
{1,2, ... ,n, n+l, ... ,2n}. Consequently, from the fact that z·z=x·x+y·y
= 1, we see that Sn (1/ ~2) XSn (1/ v2) is a hypersurface of S2n+1 (1) in
E2n+2.
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Putting Zi=OiZ and gji=Zj"Zi, we see that

III

(1. 3)

and

gj;~(g; :.J gj;~(~ :J
where gji, gap and g"l' is elements of the inverse matrices of (gji) , (gaP) and
(g"l') respectively. of-

Now putting

(1. 4)

we see that

ZrC=o, Zj"D=O, C'C=l, D·D=l

and consequently C and D are mutually orthogonal unit normaIs to sn(l/ v'2)
XSn(l/ v2).

Let hji and kji be the components of the second fundamental tensors res
pectively with respect to C and D. Then we can write the equation of
Gauss for Sn(l/ v2) XSn(l/ v2) as

VjZi=hjiC+kjiD.

From (1. 1) and (1. 2) it follows that hji and kji are of the form

hji= (gap 0) (gO' 0)(1. 5) k··=
0 g"I" Jl 0 -g,,1'

and hence

(Dj 0) ("0' 0)(1. 6) h/= 0 k·i=
0,,1" J 0 _0,,1'

respectively, where h/=hjhgih and k/=kjhgih.
The first equation of (1. 5) and the second equation of (1. 6) imply imme

diately that

(1. 7) k/=O, k/k/=o/

The second equation of (1. 7) shows that k/ defines an almost product st-
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ructure of snxsn.
On the other hand the Christoffel symbols Vi} are all zero except V.s}

and to:AIt} because of (1. 3). Therefore, taking account of the fact that k/
has the form given by the second equation of (1. 6), we find

17j ki
h=O.

Denoting by lj the third fundamental tensor with respect to C and D we
can write the equations of Weingarten as

(1. 8) 17jC= -h/Zt+ljD, 17jD= -k/Zt-ljC.

From" (1. 4), (1. 6) and (1.8) it follows that lj=O. Thus the equations
of Gauss and Weingarten of sn(I!v'2) XSn(1/ v'2) as a submanifold of
codimension 2 of E2n+2 are respectively

17jZi=gjiC+kjiD, 17jC= -Zj, 17jD= -k/Zt,

from which we can easily derive

(1. 9) Kkjih=Okhgji-oigki+kkhkji-kikki

which are the equations of Gauss, Kkjf being the components of the curva
ture tensor of Sn (1/ v'2) XSn (l! v2).

In E2n+2, there exists a natural Kaehlerian structure F=(~ -;). E

being the unit matrix of degree n+ 1. It follows that F 2= -I, FU· FV
= U· V for arbitrary vectors U and V in E2n+2, I denoting the identity
transformation in E2n+2. Transforming Z j, C and D by F, we have

(1.10) FZj-f/Zt+ujC+vjD, FC=-utZt+J..D, FD=-vtZt-J..C,

where fih are the components of a tensor field of type (1, 1), Ui and Vi are
those of I-forms and J.. is a function on Sn (1/ v'2) X Sn (I! V2), uh and vh

are respectively given by uh=uigth and vh=Vtgth.
Applying F to (1. 10) respectively, we get the so-called (f, g, u, v, J..)-str

ucture given by (see [8J, [9J and [10J)

(1. 11)

It is easily verified that fji= figih is skew-symmetric in j and i.
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By putting j=a in (1. 10), we find

(1. 12) f/3=0, ua+va=O,

In the same way, putting j=K in (1.10), we find

(1. 13)

Thus fih, Ui, uh, Vi and vh are respectively of the form

(1. 14)

(1. 15)

where ua=uf3gaf3 , UK=Ul'gKI'.

From (1. 6) and (1. 14), it follows that

(1. 16) kthf/+fthk/=O,

that is, k} and fih anticommute each other. We also find from (1. 6) and
(1. 15)

(1. 17)

£7).= -2Vj'
(1. 18)

Now, differentiating (1. 10) covariantly and using £7F= 0, we obtain

1
£7· fh= -g··uh+O .hu ·- k ··vh+k .hv ·J I Jl J I Jl J"

£7jUi=fji-J..kji, £7 jVi= -kjt!/+J..gji ,

Si 2. Structure equations of hypersurfaces of Sn (l! .J-:f) X Sn (l! v2).

Let M be a hypersurface immersed isometrically in Sn (l! .J2) XSn (l! .J2)
by the immersion i : M ----l' Sn(l! v2) XSn(l! v2) and suppose that M is
covered by a system of coordinate neighborhoods {iT; ya}. Here and in the
sequel, the indices a, b, c, d, ... run over the range {l, 2, ... , 2n-1} .

We put

Then Bch are 2n-l linearly independent vectors of Sn (l! .J--:n XSn (l! v2)
tangent to M. And denote by Nh the unit normal vector to M. Then, de
noting by gcb the components of the induced metric tensor of M, we have
gcb= gjiBJBbi since the immersion is isometric.

As to transform of BJ and Nj by f}, we have respectively
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(2.1) If}B/=f/Bl+weN",

F}Nj= -waBa",

where fea denotes the components of a tensor field of type 0, 1), Wc I-form
and w a vector field associated with Wc such that wa=wegae, gae being the
contravariant components of the induced metric tensor geb.

We may put the vector fields uh and vh as follows

(2.2)

where ua, va are vector fields, fJ, and J) are certain functions on M.
Applying f"k to (2. 1) and (2.2) respectively, and using (1. 10), we ob·

tain the so-called (f, g, u, v, w, A, fJ" J)-structure as follows:

(2.3)

(2.4)
[

feaue= - Ava+ fJ,wa,

feave= Aua+ vwa,

f/we= - fJ,ua_vva,

or,

Uefee=AVe- fJ,We, wefee=fJ,Ue+J)Ve,

uewe= -AV,[ u,u'=1-A'- /",

(2.5)

where ue, Vc and Wc are I-forms associated with ua, va and w a respectively.
We can easily verified that feb=feagba are skew-symmetric because f j ; is

skew-symmetric. Transvecting the last equation of (1. 11) with B/Bb; and
making use of (2.2) and the definition of the induced metric tensor geb, we
find

We now put

1

k}Bbj=kbaBah+kbN, h
(2.6)

k}Nj = kaBah+aN",

where kba are the components of a tensor field of type (1, 1) , kb I-form, ka

vector field associated with kb and a some function.
When the action of the tangent space is invariant under the ~tensor field
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k/, that is, kc=O, we call the hypersurface M is invariant if M is onen
table.

Transvecting the first equation of (2.6) with BCk=Bbjgcbgjk, and contrac
ting hand k, we find

(2.7) k/=-a.

Applying kl to (2.6) respectively and taking account of O. 7) and these
equations, we find

(2.8) kc'k/=o/-kcka,

(2.9) kc'ke = -ak(>

(2.10) keke=l-a2•

Transvecting (2. 6) with fl and using (1. 16), (2. 1) and (2. 6) itself,
we have

(2.11)

(2.12)

If we make use of (1. 17), (2. 2) and (2.6), we get

(2.13)

If we denote by Vc the operator of the van der Waerden-Bortolotti cova
riant differentiation, we can write the equations of Gaus and those of Wei
ngarten respectively of the form

(2. 14)

where lcb denotes the second fundamental tensor with respect to the unit nor
mal Nh and lca= gablcb' Then, from (1. 9), the equation of Gauss is given
by

where we have put kcb=k/gab.

Differentiating (2. 1), (2.2) and (2.6) covariantly along M, and using
(1. 18), (2.14) and the fact that Vjkjh=O, we obtain the following structure
equations:

(2. 15)
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(2.17)

(2.18)

(2. 19)

(2.20)

VeA= -2v" Vef..l=we- Ake-leeue,

Vekba= lebka+leakb,

Vekb= - kbal/+aleb'

Vea=-2leeke.

If we consider M as a submanifold of codimension 2 of S2n+1 (1), we ea
sily find from above structure equations that ke is the third fundamental ten
sor.

§ 3. A hypersurface M of Sn (1/ '\1'2) X Sn (l! '\1'2) admitting an almost
contact metric structure. .

In this section we assume that the (f, g, u, v, w, A, /1, J,) -structure induced
on M satisfies A2+/12+v2=1 and n>1.

Computing the square of the length of /1Ub+])Vb, we find

(3.1) /1Ub+])Vb=O

because of (2.5) and the assumption A2+/12+])2=1, and consequently weibe

vanishes identically because of (2. 4). In the same manner we can see that
Uefbe and veibe vanish identically on M.

LEMMA 3. 1. Let M be a hypersurface of Sn(l/ v2) XSn(l/ v2) (n>!) with
the (f, g, u, v, w, A, /1, ])-structure satisfying A2+/12+])2=1. Then we have

(3.2)

(3.3)

(3.4)

/1=0,

])=const. (*,0).

Proof. First of all we verify that the function J) is not identically zero on
any open set 0 in M. In fact, if]) vanishes on 0, we have from the first
equation of (2. 5), Ub=O because 1-A2- /12=0. This and the first equation
of (2. 16) show that

/1leb - Akeb+feb=O,

which implies that feb=O because leb and keb are symmeric and feb is skew
~symmetric with respect to band c. Contracting (2. 3) with respect to a
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and b, we obtain n= 1 with the help of (2. 5). It contradicts n> 1. There
fore, the function v does not vanish on any open set in M. This means that
v takes nonzero value at some point in M.

Next we differentiate (3.1) covariantly and take the skew-symmetric part
and get

(VcP)Ub- (VbP) uc+P (fcb-ibc) + (Vcv)Vb- (VbV)Vc

+v( febk/-kcWb- feckbe+kbWc) =0,

because of (2. 16). Using (2. 11), we find

(Vcp)Ub- (VbP)uc+2pfcb+ (Vcv) Vb- (VbV)Vc=O.

Transvecting fcb to the last equation and making use of the fact that f/ue

-f/ve=O, we have

2pfcbfcb =0.

Thus we have (3. 2). (3. 3) is an easy consequence from (2. 5) and (3. 2)
because of iF+,u2+V2=l. To prove (3.4) we use the first equation of (2.17)
which shows that A=const.. Hence v= + .v1- A2- p2= + .v1- A2=const. v

takes nonzero at some point of M. Therefore, v is nonzero constant. This
completes the proof of Lemma 3. l.

THEOREM 3.2 Let M be a hYPersurface of Sn(l/ .v2) XSn(l/ .v2) (n>l)
with the (f,g,u,v,w,A,p,v)-structure satisfying A2+p2+V2=1. Then M zs
an almost contact metric manifold with structure (fab, gcb, ka).

Proof. We have from the second equation of (2. 13) and (3. 4) that

(3.5) a=O,

from which, together with (2. 10),

(3.6)

Moreover, the first equation of (2. 13), we have

(3.7)

Substituting (3. 7) into the second equation of (2. 4) and using (3. 3), we
get

(3.8)

because of (3. 4). Hence it follows that

fbef/= -lha+kbka ,

or, equivalently,
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fcdfbegde=gcb-kckb.

These, together with (3.6), imply that (fba, gcb, ka) defines an almost con
tact metric structure on M.

Now we consider such a hypersurface M of Sn(l/ -v!2) XSn(l/ -v!2) that
vh is the unit normal vector £eld. Then we may put vh= - Nh. This assum
ption implies that A=O and V= -1.

Differentiating (3. 7) and (3. 8) covariantly and using (2. 16), (2. 19), (3. 2),
(3. 3) and (3. 5), we have

(3.9) fcb=-lcekbe,

(3. 10) kcb=lcefbe

respectively. Since V= -1, we have from (3. 7)

(3.11)

Differentiating this covariantly, we £nd

(3.12)

with the aid of (2. 16), (2. 19), (3. 2), (3. 3) and (3. 5). Substituting (3. 11)
into (2. 15) and making use of (3.3) and (3.8) with A=O, we have

(3.13) f7Jba= -gcbka+o/kb.

If we transvect (3.9) with kcb and use (2.8), (2.20) with a=O, then we
£nd

(3.14) l/=O.

On the other hand, if we transvect (3.9) with ki, we get

(3.15)

Transvecting this with ldc and taking account of (3. 10), we have

(3.16) ldehe . kdekbe=gdb-kdkb

with the help of (2. 8). Making use of (3. 5), (3. 14) and (3. 16), the Ricci
tensor is given by

K cb=2(n-2) gcb+2kch

Therefore, from Theorem 3.2, (3.12), (3.13), (3.14) and above, we get

THEOREM 3.3. Let M be a hypersurface of Sn(l! .y2) XSn(l/ -v!2) (n>l) ,
with the (f, g, u, v, w, A, tt, v)-structure s~tisfying A2+tt2+V2 1. I f we take
vh as the unit normal vector, then M is a minimal Sasakian C-Einstein hype
rsurface of sn(1/-v!2) xsn(l!-v!2).
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Consider a diagram:

M -.!- sn(1/-I2) xsn(l/-I2)~ E2n+2,

where i and i are imbeddings. We now put the tangent vectors Za and the
normal vector N of M as a submanifold of codimension 3 of a Euclidean
space E2n+2 of dimension 2n+2 by

Za=ZjBaj, N=NjZj.

Then we can see that lcb' hcb and kcb are the second fundamental tensors
with respect to the mutually orthogonal unit normal vector fields N, C and
D respectively, where we have put hcb = hjjB/B/. And consequently it foll
ows from (1. 7) that

(3. 17) hcb= gcb.

Thus (2. 7), (3. 5), (3. 14) and (3. 17) imply that M is pseudo-umbilical
([ll]). Hence, by taking account of Theorem A in § 0, we have

THEOREM 3.4. Let M be a hypersurface of sn(l/ -12) xsn(l/ -12) (n>l)
with the (f, g, u, v, w, A, f.l, ),)-structure satisfying A2+ f.l2+),)2=1. If we take vh

as the unit normal vector, then M as a submanifold of codimension 3 of a Eu
clidean space E2n+2 is an intersection of a complex cone with generator C and
a (2n+ 1) -dimensional sphere S2n+1 (l).

§ 4. Some characterizations of a hypersurface of Sn (1/-12) X

Sn(V-I2).

In this section we suppose that the hypersurface M of sn (l! -12) X
sn (1/-12) is compact orientable.

If we regard M as a submanifold of codimension 2 of S2n+l (1), then we
have the equations of Codazzi

(4.1)

(4.2)

Pdkcb-Pckdb=kcldb -kdlcb,

Pdlcb- Pcldb=kakcb - kckab.

We now lluppose that k/fea+f/keQ=O holds or, equivalently

(4.3)

and the function f.l (1 - A2- f.l2 - ),)2) does not vanish almost everywhere. Then
we have

kcWb-Wckb=O

because of (2. 11), which shows that
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(4.4) (1-fl.2-J)2)kc= (kawa) wc, (1-a2)wc= (kawa)kc

with the help of (2.5) and (2.10).
Transvecting (4.3) with kac and taking account of (2.8), we obtain

fbd-ka(kefbe) -kbekacf/=O,

from which, taking the symmetric part with respect to the indices band
d,

(4.5) ka(fbeke) +kb(faeke) =0.

If we transvect w a to (4.5) and use (2.4), we get

(kawa) (fbeke) +kb(- fl.ue-J)Ve) ke=O,

or, use (2. 13)

(4.6)

On the other hand, transvecting (4.4) with fCb, we :find

jcbkcefbe=o

because fCb is skew-symmetric and kc.fbe is symmetric, from which, taking
account of (2. 3), (2. 4), (2. 5), (2. 7), (2. 12) and (2. 13),

(4.7) 2fl.J)+a(fl.2+J)2) =0.

Thus, (4. 6) reduces to

(4.8) (kawa) (fbeke) =0.

If fbeke is not zerO at some point P of M, then kawa=O, which shows from
(2.10) and (4.4) that (l-a2)wc=O. Thus Wc is zero. It contradicts to the
fact that fbeke(P) *0. In the sequel, we have

(4.9) fbeke=O.

Transvecting this with fab and taking account of (2. 3) and (2. 13), we get

(4.10) ka= (k.we)wa- (fl.+aJ)va- (v+afl.)ua,

or, usmg (4.4),

(4.11)

Transvecting (4.11) with ua and using (2.5) and (2.13), we find

(J)+afl.) (1- ;(2_ fl.2_ V2) - fl. {a (fl.2+ V2) +2(tV} =0,

or, using (4.7) and the assumption that fl.(1-;(2-fl.2_J)2) does not vanish
almost everywhere,
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v+a,u=O.
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In the same way, if we transvect (4.11) with va, we get

(4. 13) ,u+aJ)=O.

Since ,u (1 - ..{2 - ,u2 - v2) does not vanish almost everywhere, we can see from
(4. 12) and (4. 13)

(4. 14) ,u2 = J)2,

and hence 1-a2=0, that is,

(4.15)

because of (2. 10). This means that M is an invariant submanifold with re
spect to k/ From (2. 12) and (4.9) it follows that

(4. 16)

Since we see from (2. 19) and (4. 15)

(4.17)

we obtain

(4.18)

by transvecting (4.17) with wb and using (4.16).
Now, we assume that l/f/+f/lea=O, that is, leefae-laef/=O.
Differentiating (4.18) covariantly and taking account of (2.16), then we

have

(17blee) we+lee( - ,ugbe - vkbe -ha/ea) =0

because of (4. 15), from which, taking the skew-symmetric part with res
pect to the indices band c and using (4. 2) and (4. 15),

V (Zbekee-lc"kbe) -l/lbafea.+lbeleaf/=0,

or using (4.17),

(4. 19)

because of l/f/+fc"l/=O.
If we transvect this with/db and use (2.3) and (4.18), then we get

(4.20) le.zbe=V {(laeue) Ub+ (laeve) Vb} .

Differentiating (4.14) covariantly, and using (2. 17), (4.15), (4.16) and
above assumption, we have ,u(we-leeue) =1i( -awe-leeve) , or, using (4.13).

(4.21) ,uleeue=1ileeve.
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If we transvect (4. 19) with wb and take account of (2.4) and (4.21), then
we have

(4.22)

Substituting (4.22) into (4.20), we obtain Icb=O, that is, M is totally
geodesic. Therefore, taking account of Theorem B in § 0, we have

THEOREM 4.1. Let M be a compact orientable hypersurface of S"(1/"'/2) X

S"(1!v2). If k/f/+f/k/=O, l/fea+f/lea=O and f.l(l-J..2-f.l2- v2) does
not vanish almost everywhere, then M is S"-1(I!v2) XS"(l!v2).
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